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Meta-architecture of the Meta-waterfronts 
 
 
The idea of using small and cheap building structures based at floats, as a 
specific type of village houses belongs to the romantic and romantisised image of 
Belgrade between the World Wars. In fact, it was connected (and still is) to rural 
origins, environment and way of life in Serbia, and, partly, in Belgrade. Those 
floating houses were placed in the region of Ada Ciganlija Island, which was, at 
that time, out of the city area. Still, it was in the walking distance from the city 
centre. Besides the distance, the other, and crucial criterion for choosing that 
location was the fact that river belongs to everybody, which means that the 
building spots are for free. Because it was at the ‘nobody’s land’ (water), design 
and constructing of the floats and buildings were out of the any governmental 
rules or control.  
 
During the second part of 20th century, tradition of building and using the floating 
summer houses spread over the river Sava, and the new ‘river-village’ appeared 
at its west bank, in front of the new and monumental blocks of apartment  
buildings. At the same time, the west bank in the area of river junction of Sava 
and Danube was very carefully articulated in the best tradition of the late-modern 
Belgrade architecture, urban planning and design. The strong and rigid 
regulations, on the other hand, excluded any sort of building in the bank area, 
which resulted with a lack of usual public spaces and programmes, such as 
restaurants, cafés, shops etc. In the late 80’s private owners started to place the 
old, unused ships besides the embankment and convert them to the restaurants. 
Those ships-restaurants immediately became well-known, popular, and 
profitable. 
 
When, in the 90’s, everything escaped out of control, usage and transformation 
of ships, boats and floats got the pandemic dimensions. Floats started to be 
treated as basements for the new, purposely designed and built structures, 
architecture of which overcame the any imaginable form. Those floating buildings 
formed a new meta-waterfront (looking from the east bank), and river became 
visible almost only from the floats (looking from the west bank). Public space at 
the embankment became a restrictively accessible car-park. 
 
It seems today that the story about the Belgrade floats is never-ending. In the 
most respectable architectural magasine report from the even more respectable 
national architectural exhibition was published. Among the few selected works, 



editor decided to show the competition entry for the sports-hall at the water. That 
simple gesture makes the meta-architectural off-production of floating building 
structures legitimate, respectable and important. Nothing is to much in the 
Wonderland.  
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract: 
 
Genesis, development and transformation of the quasi-ephemeral floating 
building structures over the waterfronts of Sava and Danube in Belgrade. 
 


